Customizing Cloud Domains

WSO2 API Cloud allows you to customize the API Store, Publisher, Admin portal, and Gateway domains to be more representative of your company or personal branding.

Note

You need to have a paid plan to customize the API Store, Publisher, Admin portal, and Gateway domains. If you are on a trial account, first you should upgrade to a preferred pricing plan.

Before you start customizing the Store, Publisher, Admin portal, and Gateway domains, you have to generate the SSL certificates and the DNS records required to configure custom domains. For a tutorial that provides step-by-step instructions on how to generate required SSL certificates and DNS records, see Generating SSL Certificates and DNS Records.

When you have the required SSL certificates and DNS records, you can take a look at the following topics for instructions on how to customize the API Store, Publisher, Admin portal, and Gateway domains:

- Customizing the API Store Domain
- Customizing the API Publisher Domain
- Customizing the Admin Portal Domain
- Customizing the API Gateway Domain